Abstract-
Introduction
Under network environment such as Internet, planning of servers and networks is one of important problems for stable operation. It is often typical situation that administrators analyze logs on their servers and networks. They may frequently look into result of log analysis software where these tools usually have some functions to periodically summarize logs. For example, webalizer [1] and analog [9] etc. have been widely used among World Wide Web (WWW) server administrators or users for long years. These tools usually summarize the logs by counting hourly, daily, and monthly numbers of hits, files, and pages etc. Administrators would often make their operation plans with combination of their experience and intuition from these logs. In this case, traffic forecasting rule is not clearly formulated and those summarized logs remain in the field of descriptive statistics from the statistical point of view.
On the other hand, researchers in the field of traffic engineering have been suggesting a lot of analysis models. Probabilistic approach is one of viewpoints in this field. It is wide-spread fact that the stationary Poisson distribution is not always suitable for Internet traffic because of its nature of non-stationality [6] [4] and long-range dependence (LRD) [5] [6] etc. Therefore desirable conditions of good traffic models are to have structures to express such nature at least. Furthermore, another requirement of models is to have a structure of traffic forecasting. For this point, parameter estimation is often performed at first under assumption of the stationarity [7] , then the estimated parameter is substituted for the parameter of model. This approach has been widespread in the field of inferential statistics from the statistical point of view.
However, substituting the estimated parameter as a constant for the model's parameter is not always suitable especially on forecasting problems. This is because there is often no guarantee that the assumptions under the parameter estimation of the model always hold for future unknown data set. Bayesian approach [2] [3] is one of alternatives for this point. In Bayesian approach, a probability distribution of parameter is assumed as the prior distribution. If new data is observed, then the Bayes theorem updates the prior distribution of parameter to the posterior distribution and then forecasts the posterior distribution of data. Recently, this approach has been widely applied to many forecasting problems especially in the field of information technologies and bioinformatics etc. In order to take Bayesian approach, statistical decision theory is an important theoretical framework from the statistical point of view.
Taking the above factors into account, this paper would deal with Bayesian forecasting of WWW traffic on the nonstationary i.e. time varying Poisson model. Bayesian forecasting on time varying parameter model has been proposed in [8] by defining certain class of parameter transformation function. However, it has not yet been discussed about any predictive estimator nor definite transformation function of parameter [8] . This paper would clearly define a randomwalking type of transformation function of parameter to obtain the Bayes optimal prediction for WWW traffic. Then its effectiveness would be evaluated with real WWW traffic data. In this model, time varying degree is caught by a real valued constant k (0 < k ≤ 1) and this constant would play an important role throughout this paper. Another feature is that the traffic forecasting value is obtained by simple arithmetic calculations under known k. In general, the Bayes theorem often results in large calculation costs. However, certain combination of parameter distribution and its transformation function solves this problem. We believe that this point can be helpful not only for theoretical calculation cost but also for real implementation on WWW log analysis tools [1] [9] .
The rest of this paper is organized as the followings. Section 2 gives some definitions and explanations of the forecasting model with time varying Poisson distribution. Section 3 shows some analysis examples of real WWW traffic data to validate this paper's approach and Section 4 gives their discussions. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
The Time Varying Poisson Model

Definitions
Suppose X is a discrete random variable and p(x) = P r{X = x} is the probability distribution where real number x is each element of space of X. Throughout this paper, the probability distribution of X is assumed to depend on real valued parameter θ ∈ Θ. The true parameter θ * ∈ Θ is unknown, however, the probability distribution of parameter p(θ) is assumed to be known. Hereafter the probability distribution of X under parameter θ is simply denoted as p(x θ). Let t = 1, 2, · · · be discrete time and x t = 0, 1, · · · be number of WWW request arrivals at time t, respectively. This paper focuses on x t for traffic analysis by assuming probability distribution p(x t θ t ) where θ t > 0 is a time varying density parameter at time t. The time varying Poisson model takes sequence of x t 1 = x 1 x 2 · · · x t as input and calculatesx t+1 as an output estimator where the prior distribution of parameter p(θ t ) and time variation rule of θ t are known. The overview of the inferential process is depicted in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , x t is assumed to be the Poisson distribution with a time varying density parameter θ t as follows:
where θ t > 0 is a time varying density parameter. For parameter θ t , the following time varying model is assumed:
where k is a constant such that 0 < k ≤ 1, and 0 < u t < 1 is a continuous random variable which is conditionally independent from θ t . (2) represents a transformation of θ t+1 from both θ t and u t under a known constant k. This transformation is regarded as a kind of random-walk. Furthermore, the initial random variables of θ 1 and u 1 are from the Gamma and Beta distributions, respectively. The followings give their definitions:
For
where α 1 > 0, β 1 > 0 are parameters of the Gamma distribution. In (3), Γ (x) is the Gamma function defined below:
where
In (3) and (5), two random variables θ 1 and u 1 have a real value α 1 > 0 as their parameters in common. This means that θ 1 and u 1 are conditionally independent.
Remarks 2.1: In (2), a constant 0 < k ≤ 1 expresses time varying degree of θ t . If k = 1, (2) simply becomes θ t+1 = u t θ t . In this case, θ t+1 does not vary since the variance of u t , which equals to k(1 − k)/(α t + 1) according to the nature of Beta distribution, becomes zero. This means that the Poisson distribution of x t in (1) is stationary.
If k < 1, on the other hand, θ t+1 varies depending on the previous θ t which expresses the time varying Poisson model. If k = 0.5, the time varying degree of θ t becomes maximum since the variance of u t takes the maximum value. Thus the proposed model defined in (1)-(5) includes a classical stationary Poisson distribution as a special case if k = 1. Moreover, k plays another important role which would be explained in Remarks 2.2.
Updating Density Parameter θ t
As shown in Figure 1 , the parameter updating rule from θ t to θ t+1 consists of Bayes theorem and time variation. In the followings, this subsection 2.2 is divided into three parts. The first 2.2.1 describes the updating rule by Bayes theorem for t ≥ 2, the second 2.2.2 describes the initial condition of the prior distribution p (θ 1 ) for t = 1, and the last 2.2.3 describes general time variation rule which is mainly discussed in [8] .
The Posterior Distribution of Density Parameter
Suppose that sequence x t−1 1 is already observed where t ≥ 2 and the prior distribution of parameter p θ t α t , β t , x t−1 1 is defined as the Gamma distribution in (3) for t ≥ 2. If new x t is observed, the posterior distribution of p θ t x t 1 by the Bayes theorem is obtained as the following:
where t ≥ 2.
(7) means that the posterior distribution p θ t x t 1 is also Gamma with parameter (α t + x t ) and (β t + 1) .
Initial Condition of Prior Distribution of Density Parameter
For the initial prior distribution of p (θ 1 ), this paper assumes no anomalies for WWW traffic. In Bayesian context, non-informative prior [2] [3] can be considered as the following:
The above distribution can be formulated by the Gamma distribution with parameters α 1 > 0, β 1 = 1 in (3). Therefore, the general posterior updating form in (7) can also be applied for t = 1. Thus (7) holds for any t ≥ 1. This means that the posterior distribution p θ t x t 1 can be simply calculated for any t ≥ 1 by considering two parameters α t , β t on the Gamma distribution if the initial prior distribution of (8) is assumed. This is the nature of conjugate prior [2] [3] between the Poisson and Gamma distributions. This nature contributes drastic reduction of calculation complexity under large t.
Time Variation of Density Parameter
To obtain p θ t+1 x t 1 , a time variation of density parameter defined in (2) is used. This is actually a transformation of random variables among u t , θ t , and constant k. Even if a transformation is newly defined after Bayes theorem, the distribution family of density parameter remains same as that of the conjugate prior distribution under certain class of transformations. Such class has been discussed in [8] as the following.
Theorem 1 (Simple Power Steady Model [8] ): Suppose a parameter distribution p(θ t ) is in the linear expanding family. Let T be a transformation function of parameter θ t . If T satisfies the following condition, then the parameter distribution remains same family of distribution not depending on t and the forecasting model is called Simple Power Steady Model (S.P.S.M.) with respect to T : (9) and is one-to-one mapping, the model can also be S.P.S.M. [8] . However, it has not yet been discussed about any definite transformation function which is required to obtain the forecasting estimator. In fact, the time varying parameter model defined in (3) is one-to-one mapping since Jacobian of (3) is easily proved to be non-zero. Thus the model in this paper is actually included in S.P.S.M. The forecasting estimator would be derived in the next subsection 2.3.
Under S.P.S.M. in this paper, the transformed distribution of θ t+1 now becomes:
(10) and (11) mean that the transformed distribution of θ t+1 becomes the Gamma distribution with the following parameters:
If (12) is recursively applied with respect to t, the following equations are obtained:
The above equations contribute drastic reduction of calculation complexity.
Output Estimatorx t+1
The output of proposed model is an estimatorx t+1 as depicted in Figure 1 .x t+1 is a prediction of number of request arrivals at time (t + 1) under the input sequence x t 1 = x 1 x 2 · · · x t .x t+1 is formulated in terms of statistical decision theory [2] [3] and derived as the following.
Letx t+1 be an estimator of x t+1 and define the following squared-error loss function to evaluatex t+1 :
Since x t+1 distributes with the Poisson defined in (1), risk function [2] [3] under the certain density parameter θ t+1 becomes the following:
Next, the Bayes risk function [2] [3], which is obtained by taking expectation of the risk function with respect to density parameter θ t+1 , becomes the following:
Finally, suppose an estimatorx * t+1 to minimize the Bayes risk function defined in (18). Such estimator is called the Bayes optimal prediction [2] [3] . Under this paper's assumptions,x * t+1 is obtained as follows:
Note that (22) is obtained since x t+1 is the Poisson distribution defined in (1) and the expectation of x t+1 corresponds to the that of density parameter θ t+1 . (23) is obtained since θ t+1 has the Gamma distribution defined in (3) and its expectation becomes α t+1 /β t+1 . (24) is obtained by applying (13) to (23).
Remarks 2.2:
In (24),x * t+1 is obtained by simple arithmetic calculation. This point can be effective not only theoretical point of view but also the real implementation such as server log analysis software tools. The second term of numerator in (24) has a form of Exponentially Weighted Moving Average [8] with a time varying constant k. As k becomes larger in (24), the weighting of past observed sequence x t 1 increases. This means that k can be considered as a parameter of long-range dependence (LRD). If k = 1, its weighting becomes maximum and the model is regarded as stationary model. The effect of k under the real WWW traffic data would be considered in the next section.
Analysis Examples of WWW Traffic Data
WWW Traffic Data
The real WWW traffic data was derived from access logs of two different WWW servers (A, and B) on campus. The number of request arrivals was counted with every fiveminutes-interval except for maintenance period. The detail specifications are described in Table 1 . 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation for k
Properties described in the previous section hold on condition that a time varying constant k in (2) is known. If real data is dealt with, however, k is unknown and should be estimated. Taking the maximum likelihood estimation of k, the objective likelihood function L(k) becomes the following:
Note that α i , β i in (27), the previously obtained results in (13) were applied. Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) ofk is obtained as follows:
On the above likelihood function, the analytical maximum likelihood estimation for k is quite difficult, however, the solution can be obtained by numerical calculation. The interval 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 is divided into 1,000 sub-intervals and value of log L(k) is calculated for each k numerically. Some plots of function log L(k) are shown in Figure 2 . Some examples of MLE for k are also shown in Table 2 .
Point Estimation for WWW Traffic Forecasting
The real WWW data described on Table 1 was processed to evaluate the point estimates of future request arrivals on the proposed model. For the performance comparison, the point estimates on the classical stationary Poisson model were also calculated. On the proposed model, each MLE ofk was calculated from the previous day's log. To evaluate performance on both models, the mean squared error between each point estimate and observed value of request arrivals was calculated. Table 3 and 4 show mean squared error of proposed and stationary models on server A and B, respectively. In each table, the MLEs ofk from the previous day's logs are showed on the third row. Table 5 shows interval estimation example of server A on Mar. 25, 2005. In Table 5 , t = 104 is taken since it gives max observed value x 104 = 210 as the numbers of request arrivals. The second, third, and forth rows show the expected value, 95% confidence limit, and 99% confidence limit, respectively on the proposed and stationary models. Table 6 also shows interval estimation result of server B on Mar. 28, 2006 where t = 86 is taken.
Interval Estimation for WWW Traffic Forecasting
Discussion
Maximum Likelihood Estimation for k
According to Figure 2 , it is showed that there exist some cases where their likelihood functions of log L(k) are convex. Actually, all likelihood functions were convex to the best of numerical calculations in this paper. Figure 2 also shows that the absolute value of gradient in log L(k) around MLE ofk becomes quickly larger as k increases beyondk. This fact shows that the under estimation for k causes less error than its over estimation.
For the estimated value of k, the minimum wask = 0.640 and the maximum wask = 0.914 as shown in Table 2 , 3, and 4. Most ofk distributes between 0.700 and 0.850. This fact suggests non-stationarity of the WWW traffic data. Table 7 shows Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) on server A. According to Table 7 , most of AIC on the proposed model are smaller than those of stationary model to select the proposed model. Exception is that absolute values of AIC 
Point Estimation for WWW Traffic Forecasting
For point estimation of future request arrivals, Table  3 , and 4 show that the proposed model has the better performance than that of the stationary model in terms of mean squared error. Figure 3 and 4 also depict that the point estimates on the proposed model are following more closely to the observed values than those on stationary model. As mentioned in Remarks 2.1, the proposed model contains the stationary model as a special case when k = 1.000. Therefore, regardless of its stationarity or non-stationarity of WWW traffic, the proposed model can be applied to traffic forecasting and would help for planning of WWW servers to some extent.
However, it should be noted that this result strongly depends on the accuracy of MLE of k. In Table 3 , each MLE of k during days in April often differs fromk = 1.000 in spite of its strong stationarity on the real traffic. In such situation, the mean squared error on the proposed model becomes larger than that of stationary model. Another example is that if k = 0.300 on the proposed model with server A, the mean squared error of the proposed model becomes 5.41 × 10 3 where that of stationary model becomes 3.46 × 10 3 . Figure 5 depicts this poor performance of the proposed model. Figure 6 is a plot of mean squared errors v.s. k. In interval of k < 0.600, the extremely smaller estimate of k could cause larger mean squared error. The under estimation near the MSE minimizer of k, however, causes relatively smaller error than its over estimation as previously described in subsection 4.1.
In Figure 6 , mean squared errors takes minimum values around k = 0.800. In fact, Table 3 and 4 show that corresponding maximum likelihood estimates for k are k = 0.783 for server A and k = 0.805 for server B, respectively. This result suggests that the data length of previous day's log at the maximum likelihood estimation for k was sufficient.
Interval Estimation for WWW Traffic Forecasting
For interval estimation, time interval indices that give the maximum number of request arrivals are taken on Table 5 and 6. This is because one of administrators' concerns can be the maximum number of the request arrivals in terms of stable server operations. As a result, each confidence limit of x t derives larger value than that of point estimate of x t (=expected value) and reduces the mean squared error than that of point estimate. This effect on the proposed model would be stronger than that on the stationary model, since the performance of point estimates of x t on the proposed model is superior to that of stationary model. Thus the advantage of Bayesian approach was observed. function on Simple Power Steady Model. The forecasting estimator of this model guarantees the Bayes optimality in terms of statistical decision theory and is calculated by simple arithmetic calculation. The latter point especially can be effective for the real implementation such as server log analysis software tools.
Furthermore, the non-stationarity is expressed by a time varying degree constant k in the model. This paper pointed out that the constant k can be considered as a parameter of long-range dependent (LRD) for real traffic data and the model includes stationary Poisson model as a special case if k = 1. For evaluation of Bayesian approach, the real WWW traffic data is applied to the model in this paper. The maximum likelihood estimation method of k from real traffic data is also discussed and its performance is proved to be sufficient for WWW traffic forecasting.
According to its result, the proposed model has stronger validity than classical stationary Poisson model in terms of model selection. Furthermore, under the estimated value of k, the point and interval estimates on the proposed model showed smaller mean squared error comparing to those on the stationary model for the traffic forecasting. Thus the advantage of the proposed model is shown from both theoretical and empirical points of view.
